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CREEDX is a side project of CREED TRC20 on the tron and bsc networks.

CREEDX is a social crypto experiment. Meaning the project is designed to see the human
reactions and interactions. Everyone participating in the project fully accepts their own risks.

The idea of the concept is fully designed on creating a value by the community and in the end
the developers will leave it as a free smartcontract with an organic supply on justswap.io and

https://justmoney.exchange/ When it is all released it will be a crypto asset and store of a value
on tron network with no governance.

Creedx Trc20 Tokenomics

There will be 1 000 000 000 000 000 creedx created on tron and will be distributed as follows:

800T CREEDX is burned leaving the supply down to 200T including presale and liquidity on
swaps

FREE CREEDX PLAN

When all packs are sold, the main liquidation wallet will remove 50% of the liquidity. 100% of
The CREEDX removed from swap liquidity will be burned to lower the circulation to a much

lower amount. 90% of The TRX removed from swap liquidity will be used to buy CREEDX from
liquidity to boost the price on swap at once providing large gains on CREEDX holders and again

the bought amount will be burned. 10% of the TRX will be shared between CFB holders and
CREED TEAM. And the team will free the smartcontract to crypto space.

CREEDX Concept and Goals

The idea behind the project is to create value and free it from all governance issues. The team's
role in this project is to manage swap liquidity and let it become people's own money. When this

role is achieved there is two expected results:

⁃ A token truly valued and governed by community like bitcoin.

⁃ Create and add a true value on tron network to increase the exposure of the tron network



On condition that the final phase is not reached until 1st March 2022 the team will distribute the
presale buyers share and burn the remaining CREEDX on any team accounts. In the worst

scenario the CREEDX project will be free from governance in March 2022.

CREEDX BEP20 ADDITION

On 25th October 2021 CREEDX BEP20 will be listed on pancake swap to increase exposure of
the project. The listing on pancakeswap will be usdt/creedx to minimize the effect of market

fluctuations and provide a more stabilized price balancing with tron network. Total supply will be
counted as one on bought TRC20 and BEP20.

TOKENOMICS ON CREEDX BEP20

CREEDX will be supplied 500T and an equal amount will be burned from Tron network supply of
1 Quadrillion.

CREEDX will be liquidated on pancakeswap with $0,000000005 price

The supply is burned down to 2T on 4th December 2021 as a part of Free CREEDX plan:

1T on the team wallet locked for future exchange requests. 500B will be burned after March
2022. The remaining 500B will be kept until 2023 for exchange listings proposal. If no exchange

listings it will be burned on 2024.

400B on team wallet locked until 2023. In 2023 the team may start selling at maximum 10%
yearly. First year 40B, next year 36B and lowering every year.

600B circulating supply including the liquidity on pancakeswap.

The liquidity pool tokens are burned on 50% to maintain a price floor. The remaining 50% will be
used on the end game plan creating a 100% governance free liquidity for the holders in March

2022.

Total supply will keep on lowering due to transactions happening on the network providing a
passive income.

CREEDX BEP20 PRINCIPLES

CREEDX contract on BEP20 will work as follows:



3% will be auto-burned 4% will be distributed to holders 3% will be distributed to Team

BEP20 holders will also be participating in the ROAD MADNESS event and their rewards will be
paid in USDT equal to TRX reward. Pancakeswap will also initiate the End Game Event in

March 2022 at the same time as Justmoney and will be free from governance.

CREED ENERGY PROGRAM FOR TRON NETWORK

Tron network requires TRX burn (as fee) or energy to perform transactions. Renting the energy
saves upto 80% of the regular cost. Creed team will provide cheap energy to private users and
projects to build an income and back up CREEDX. Renting costs may change due to network

costs and market prices.

The energy is rentable with TRX directly paid to team members. Starting after March 2022 the
energy program will be fully supporting CREEDX. On condition that the requirements are met,

the Creed team may start it earlier.

a 20% discount will be applied on rentals with CREEDX.

20% of the TRX used rentals will be used to buy CREEDX from swaps and the amount bought
will be burned.

Disclaimer

CREED TEAM holds no responsibility for loss of any kind of value for CREEDX users. Since
crypto still has its own risks each and every participant in the project accepts to calculate their

own risks.


